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Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications: 6th International Conference, WASA 2011, ChengduSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th Annual International Conference on Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications, WASA 2011, held in Chengdu, China, in August 2011. The 26 revised full papers and 13 invited papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers address all...
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Access 2013 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Get started with the new Access 2013 with this impressive all-in-one reference!


	Microsoft Access allows you to store, organize, view, analyze, and share data; the new release enables you to build even more powerful, custom database solutions that integrate with the web and enterprise data sources. This compilation of nine...
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JBoss EAP6 High AvailabilityPackt Publishing, 2013

	From the basic uses of JBoss EAP6 through to advanced clustering techniques, this book is the perfect way to learn how to achieve a system designed for high availability. All that's required is some basic knowledge of Linux/Unix.


	Overview

	
		A thorough introduction to the new domain mode provided by...
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Low Impact Building: Housing using Renewable MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This guide to the designs, technologies and materials that really make green buildings work will help architects, specifiers and clients make informed choices, based on reliable technical information. Low Impact Building: Housing using Renewable Materials is about changing the way we build houses to reduce their 'carbon' footprint and...
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Stories that Move Mountains: Storytelling and Visual Design for Persuasive PresentationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn how to use stories and visuals to make top–notch presentations


	It′s called CAST (Content, Audience, Story, & Tell) and it′s been a quiet success, until now. Developed over a twelve year period as a presentation method to help Enterprise Architects, it was adopted by Microsoft Enterprise...
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Databases DeMYSTiFieD, 2nd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Learning DATABASE fundamentals just got a whole lot EASIER!


	Now you can design, build, and manage a fully functional database with ease. Thoroughly updated to cover the latest technologies and techniques, Databases Demystified, Second Edition gives you the hands-on help you need to get started.


	Written in a...
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Carbon Dioxide and Organometallics (Topics in Organometallic Chemistry)Springer, 2015

	The series Topics in Organometallic Chemistry presents critical overviews of research results in organometallic chemistry. As our understanding of organometallic structure, properties and mechanisms increases, new ways are opened for the design of organometallic compounds and reactions tailored to the needs of such diverse areas as organic...
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Design Creativity 2010Springer, 2010

	What is ‘design creativity’? It is impossible to answer this question without considering why human beings can – and do – ‘design’. Design creativity is instrumental in not only addressing social problems faced across the world,  but also evoking an innate appreciation for beauty and a sense of...
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Developing Bots with Microsoft Bots Framework: Create Intelligent Bots using MS Bot Framework and Azure Cognitive ServicesApress, 2017

	
		Develop Intelligent Bots using Microsoft Bot framework (C# and Node.js), Visual Studio Enterprise & Code, Microsoft Azure and Cognitive Services. This book shows you how to develop great Bots, publish to Azure and register with Bot portal so that customers can connect and communicate using famous communication channels...
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Design of Assistive Technology for Ageing Populations (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2019

	This book focuses on various aspects of research on ageing, including in relation to assistive technology; dignity of aging; how technology can support a greater understanding of the experience of physically aging and cognitive changes; mobility issues associated with the elderly; and emerging technologies. 
	
		The 80+ age group...
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Connecting Mathematics and Mathematics Education: Collected Papers on Mathematics Education as a Design ScienceSpringer, 2020

	
		This open access book features a selection of articles written by Erich Ch. Wittmann between 1984 to 2019, which shows how the “design science conception” has been continuously developed over a number of decades. The articles not only describe this conception in general terms, but also demonstrate various substantial...
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MCAD/MCSE/MCDBA Self-Paced Training Kit: Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Database Design and Implementation, Second Edition (Exam 70-229)Microsoft Press, 2003

	Learn how to deliver powerful database solutions using SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Edition—and prepare for the Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) exam—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through the lessons and hands-on exercises. And use the special exam-prep section and testing tool to measure what...
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